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Abstract Perturbations caused by geophysical and anthropogenic events on the ground have been
observed to propagate upward and impact the upper atmosphere. Gravity waves with wavelengths less
than 750 km are known to be responsible for the total electron content (TEC) perturbations and to play a
significant role in the mass, momentum, and energy budgets of the mesosphere and lower thermosphere.
These waves are, however, difficult to continuously measure, globally resolve, and deterministically specify in
first-principle ionosphere-thermosphere (IT) models. In this study, we investigate IT response to induced
acoustic-gravity waves resulting from strong time-varying lower atmospheric wave forcing, including a
traveling wave packet (TWP) and stochastic gravity wave (SGW) fields using the nonlinear Global Ionosphere
Thermosphere Model (GITM) with high-resolution grids of 0.08° in longitude and latitude. When TWP and
SGW forcing occurs concurrently, the induced gravity waves (GWs) cause variation of ±8.8% in neutral, ±6.2%
in electron density, and ±1.5% in TEC. Themagnitudes decrease by 2.4% (from ±8.8% to ±6.4%) with the SGW
effects simulated separately and subtracted; importantly, interactions between TWP and SGW contribute to
±1.4% of the perturbations. On the other hand, the induced acoustic waves (AWs) cause variation of ±13.9% in
neutral, ±2.1% in electron density, and ±0.4% in TEC. Furthermore, GWs sustain tens of minutes after the TWP
has passed through the lower atmosphere and clear traveling ionospheric disturbances and traveling
atmospheric disturbances are developed. We demonstrate that clear wave structures from an episodic event
can be isolated even under a ubiquitously and overwhelmingly perturbed atmosphere.

1. Introduction

Waves of various spatial and temporal scales, including acoustic waves (AWs), gravity waves (GWs), tides, and
planetary waves, modify the dynamics of the terrestrial atmosphere at all altitudes. Perturbations caused by
geophysical and anthropogenic events on the ground have been observed propagating upward and impact-
ing the ionospheric electron density, including volcano eruptions [Dautermann et al., 2009a, 2009b], earth-
quakes [Liu et al., 2001], tsunami [Galvan et al., 2011, 2012; Meng et al., 2015; Occhipinti et al., 2006; Saito
et al., 2011; Tsugawa et al., 2011], strong tropospheric circulation (often referred as “deep convection”)
[Nishioka et al., 2013; Perwitasari et al., 2015; Yue et al., 2014], explosions [Calais et al., 1998], and even space
shuttle launches [Bowling et al., 2013; Calais and Minster, 1996].

While many first-principle numerical modeling efforts have been devoted to study atmospheric waves in the

upper atmosphere, a fully 3-D coupling from the ground to the ionosphere and thermosphere (IT) has not yet

been achieved to span extensive ranges in spatial, temporal, and frequency domains. For example, among

the upward propagating waves, propagation of the acoustic-gravity waves (AGW) is particularly sensitive

to small-scale structures of the background atmosphere [Heale and Snively, 2015; Hedlin and Drob, 2014].

Currently, the fine-structured waves (wavelength shorter than 100 km) are poorly measured especially at

the altitudes above 100 km and are computationally challenging for most models to incorporate properly.

The global circulation models (GCMs) developed at the National Center of Atmospheric Research (NCAR)

have a standard resolution of 5° in longitude by 5° in latitude and can be modified to 2.5° by 2.5° [Hagan

et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2013], which is sufficient for studies of large-scale planetary waves and tides but insuffi-

cient to resolve waves with horizontal wavelengths less than 100 km. A mesoscale-resolving GCM using the

NCAR WACCM (Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model) has been used to study GWs [Liu et al., 2014],

but due to its configuration the results are presently limited—only up to the lower thermosphere (~150 km),

which is well below the ionosphere’s F region.
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On the other hand, theoretical wave modeling efforts have been devoted to intensively study the propaga-
tion of AGWs from the lower atmosphere to the upper atmosphere [Broutman et al., 2003, 2006, 2009, 2014;
Frances, 1973; Hickey et al., 1997, 2009, 2010; Hines, 1960, 1967, 1968a, 1968b; Pitteway and Hines, 1963; Vadas
and Fritts, 2005; Vadas and Nicolls, 2012; Vadas et al., 2015; Yeh and Liu, 1974, references therein]. In the recent
years, with an analytical, linear, compressible solutions for 3-D inviscid fluid for determining GW, it is shown
that including compressibility in the GWmodeling is necessary for high-frequency, medium-scale wave pack-
ets [Vadas, 2013]. The numerical full-wave model [Hickey et al., 1997] solving the linear, compressible, 1-D
equations for a single frequency and wave number has been expended to solving for a spectrum of GWs
[Hickey et al., 2009]. The 2-D nonlinear and compressible model of Snively [2013, and references therein]
has been used recently for studies of acoustic and gravity waves generated by vertical forcing, and recently
for gravity wave propagation and dissipation in the thermosphere by Heale et al. [2014]. Using its neutral
atmospheric output to drive a self-consistent ionosphere model, Zettergren and Snively [2013, 2015] have also
investigated the ionospheric response to acoustic waves generated by sources of different spatial and tem-
poral scales. The necessity of including compressibility in the GW calculation without hydrostatic assumption
is also demonstrated by the GCM results [Deng et al., 2008; Deng and Ridley, 2014]. Meanwhile, hemispheric
coupling of the ionospheric response to lower atmospheric perturbations is observed in the SAMI3 (Sami3 is
Also a Model of the Ionosphere) simulations [Huba et al., 2015]. Though providing great insights on AGW
dynamics, many of the theoretical models are sometimes constrained in spatial domain (1-D or 2-D), under
a steady state assumption, relying on parameterization to facilitate computational requirements, or lack of
self-consistent two-way neutral-ion coupling to fully represent the true atmosphere.

To fully understand how AGWs generated in the lower atmosphere impact the IT systemmore realistically, we
need a self-consistent 3-D IT model that is capable to trace neutral and ionized species, to account for ion-
neutral coupling, and to resolve wave properties spatially and temporally. The Global Ionosphere
Thermosphere Model (GITM) is such a model. It has flexible grid sizes, relaxes hydrostatic assumptions, and
allows for nonhydrostatic solutions [Ridley et al., 2006; Deng et al., 2008]. The simulation time step is, in gen-
eral, less than 2 s. A recent study has presented the hydrostatic and nonhydrostatic cutoff frequencies for ver-
tically propagating waves and showed that certain high-frequency GWs with small horizontal scale may be
reflected and ducted in nonhydrostatic models but propagating in hydrostatic models [Deng and Ridley,
2014]. Therefore, GITM is ideally suited for this study.

Themain focus of this paper is to examine and to identify the effects from episodic and stochastic forcing and
to provide quantitative analysis of the linear and nonlinear IT response to the superposition and interaction of
waves in an inhomogeneous perturbed background atmosphere. We utilize GITM to examine the nonlinear IT
response to induced AGWs by an episodic event with and without concurrent time-varying stochastic gravity
wave (SGW) fields. The effects of superposition and interaction investigated in this paper include the residual
components that result from interaction between different types of forcing and the background atmosphere
during the differencing process and that cannot be completely subtracted off. The residual does not include
exclusively wave-wave interactions though which could and are allowed to exist in the simulation. We select
a traveling wave packet (TWP) to represent an episodic event because with the same magnitude of perturba-
tion it carries greater energy compared to point-like sources and also resembles spatial and temporal features
of tsunami wavefronts. GITM is used in previous work as a part of the tsunami-ionospheric coupling simula-
tion [Meng et al., 2015], in which the assumptions are made that wavelength and frequency of a tsunami do
not change when the induced waves propagate from sea level to 100 km, with magnitudes of perturbations
following a simple e-fold rule without consideration of vertical variation of the background atmospheric con-
ditions. In this study, we specify characteristics of the TWP, such as amplitude, wavelength, and group/phase
speed, to resemble a strong tsunami source at GITM’s lower boundary layers directly. The SGW model [Drob
et al., 2013; Hedlin and Drob, 2014] specifies GW spectrum for the troposphere and ray-traces waves upward
in spectral domain to the lower thermosphere accounting for winds, critical layer filtering, saturation, and
attenuation where it is implemented to GITM. The implemented scales of forcing are carefully selected based
on previous studies [Meng et al., 2015;Warner and McIntyre, 1996], and themagnitudes of IT perturbations are
expected to be around 2% for TEC as in most of the observed cases [Occhipinti et al., 2006; Saito et al., 2011;
Tsugawa et al., 2011] and 10% for the neutral density at general activity levels. We would like to emphasize
that themain goal of the paper is to present the interactions between coherent forced waves and a stochastic
wave background in the IT for the presented cases. This study aims to qualitatively and quantitatively
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investigate the consequences of such forcing and to serve as a critical step toward a better coupling from
ground to upper atmosphere in a high-resolution GCM setting.

2. Model Description
2.1. Global Ionosphere Thermosphere Model (GITM)

GITM is a self-consistent 3-D ITmodel. With the advantages of flexible 3-D grid sizes and the ability to solve for
nonhydrostatic solutions, GITM is ideal for studying wave dynamics in the IT system. It uses altitudinal grids
rather than pressure grids as most GCMs do. GITM is developed incorporating modern concept of parallel
computing to facilitate increasing computational demands of higher spatiotemporal resolution in upper
atmospheric modeling.

GITM solves thermodynamic equations for multiple species in spherical coordinates. Vertical velocity is
solved for each neutral species, s, while horizontal velocity is common for all. The vertical continuity equa-
tion is

∂Nv
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∂Ns
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where θ is latitude, ϕ is longitude, k is Boltzmann constant, M is molecular mass, g is gravitational accelera-
tion, Ω is angular velocity of Earth, and F is the forces due to ion-neutral and neutral-neutral friction in the
vertical direction. The complete list of equations solved in GITM can be found in work by Ridley et al.
[2006] and Deng and Ridley [2007].

In this study, GITM has been used to study the response of the IT system to fine-scale waves induced by dif-
ferent lower atmospheric source types, including individual and collective forcing from an episodic event and
constantly present background wave activities. As stated in section 1, the horizontal wavelength of fine-scale
structures in midfrequency GWs is about a few tens of kilometers (a fraction of 1°), usually beyond resolvable
for most GCMs. As GITM has a flexible resolution and can run both globally and regionally, the simulation
domain is set to be 9.6° by 9.6°, centered at (41.06°N, 247.14°E) as shown in Figure 1. The horizontal resolution
is 0.08° by 0.08°. The altitude covers 100–600 km with vertical resolution of one third of the scale height,
which is ~1.7 km at the lower boundary. According to Nyquist theorem, this setting equivalently provides
the ability to resolve waves with horizontal wavelength of ~15 km and vertical wavelength of ~3.4 km at
the lower thermosphere; the time step of less than 2 s potentially enables detection of waves with frequency
up to 0.25 Hz (period shorter than 4 s). We acknowledge that it is important to sample waves higher than
minimal requirement of Nyquist frequency to better resolve waves of interest. Therefore, the scales of the
events presented in this study are selected accordingly. The episodic and stochastic forcing is implemented
at the lower boundary, which is at ~98 km.

The simulation corresponds to the location of a previous wave propagation study considering a large
acoustic event that occurs at the Utah Test and Training Range (UTTR) between 1 and 2 P.M. local time
(20:00–21:00 UT) on 11 June 2007 [Drob et al., 2013; Hedlin and Drob, 2014]. Solar activity was low on
the day with the F10.7 index of 74.20 and the 81 day average of 73.97. Geomagnetic activity was also
low with the Ap index of 4. The local background profiles are shown in Figure 2. The horizontal magenta
line indicates GITM’s lower boundary, where the boundary conditions are specified: neutral species
(shown as mass density) from the NRLMSISE-00 model [Picone et al., 2002] (blue), electron number den-
sity from the IRI model [Rawer et al., 1978 l; Bilitza et al., 2011] (green), and neutral wind from the
Horizontal Wind Model (HWM) model [Drob et al., 2015] (red; solid for zonal wind and dotted for mer-
idional wind). The GITM results are presented in black. The SGW model also uses Naval Research
Laboratory Mass Spectrometer and Incoherent Scatter Radar (NRLMSIS) and HWM to specify the
ambient atmosphere.
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2.2. Stochastic Gravity Wavefield

The SGW model was developed to account for observed effects of the atmosphere’s inherent GW spectrum
on long-range AW propagation [Drob et al., 2013; Hedlin and Drob, 2014]. The SGW is a hybrid of earlier works
by Warner and McIntyre [1996, 2001], Broutman et al. [2003, 2006, 2009], Vadas and Fritts [2005], and many
others. The calculations start with an empirical GW spectrum in the upper troposphere, ray-trace the wave
modes within the spectrum from ground sources upward into the thermosphere using the anelastic disper-
sion relation and including attenuation, apply parameterization for wave breaking and dissipation in the
spectral domain, and give ground-to-space vertical profiles of the winds, temperature, density, molecular
viscosity, etc. Using these perturbation GW fields in conjunction with range-dependent 2-D acoustic
Parabolic Equation method and 3-D acoustic ray-trace calculations, as well as a frequency-dependent acous-
tic source function model, Hedlin and Drob [2014] show that inclusion of GW fluctuation fields is essential for
explaining the observed phenomenology of infrasonic signal’s arrival, amplitude, and duration from far-field
sources. Inherited in Hedlin and Drob’s [2014] work, wave modes include five evenly spaced values of intrinsic

Figure 1. The simulation domain is 9.6° by 9.6°, centered at (41.06°N, 247.14°E). The horizontal resolution is 0.08° by 0.08°.
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frequency between 2f and N=
ffiffiffi

5
p

, where f is the Coriolis frequency and N is the buoyancy frequency. In this
paper we apply the SGW for an entirely different purpose.

The implemented SGW fields have a horizontal resolution of 8 km over a 1024× 1024 km periodic domain
and a vertical resolution of 200m over the altitude range between 0 and 180 km. Figures 3a and 3c illustrate
the SGW fields in zonal wind at altitude (Figure 3a) 170 km and (Figure 3c) 100 km. The horizontal grids in
GITM are selected to incorporate the SGW fields. The SGW forcing is added onto the background wind at
GITM’s lower boundary ghost cells where the boundary condition is open. In general, the SGW includes
trapped waves via a uniform approximation through the caustic regions. However, in order to be more phy-
sically self-consistent, these waves are turned off for the purposed of the present investigation. Only upward
propagating waves are considered at the interface of the twomodels. Figures 3b and 3d show the differential
fields (D2, as defined in Table 3, further discussion presented in section 3) in zonal wind from GITM at the
same epoch, illustrating the effects of the SGW forcing. The GITM differential field in zonal wind at 100 km
shown in Figure 3d is very similar to the SGW field as it is merely a grid above where the forcing is implemen-
ted. At 170 km, the developed wave patterns from GITM as shown in Figure 3b differ significantly from the
SGW fields in Figure 3a. At 170 km, the magnitude of change in the SGW fields is close to ±25m/s, whereas
that in the GITM results is slightly greater than ±20m/s, within 20%. The discrepancy in the wave pattern may
be caused by multiple reasons. While GITM solves for 3-D thermodynamics equations for the IT species at
each grid point, the SGWmodel considers only the neutral ambient atmosphere; employs various parameter-
ization schemes, such as in viscous and thermal damping [Drob et al., 2013], and does not consider chemistry,
ion-neutral coupling, and wave-wave interactions. For molecular thermal conductivity, GITM adapts a simple
parameterization [Schunk and Nagy, 2009] and SGW adapts the more complex and general form [Banks and
Kockarts, 1973]. The key coefficient, Km, in the two parameterization schemes differ by up to 20% depending
on altitudes [Semenov and Shved, 2008], which could potentially contribute to an overall 5–10% difference in
thermal conductivity calculations. This comparison illustrates the first main research result. GITM accounts for
nonlinear effects of wave-wave interaction, feedback with the atmosphere, and other important dynamical
mechanisms through the solution of the fully coupled multispecies fluid equations. Though beyond the

Figure 2. Altitudinal profiles of the background atmosphere (neutral mass density, electron number density, temperature,
and neutral wind) at UTTR (41.06°N, 247.14°E) at 3 P.M. (local time) on 11 June 2007. The horizontal magenta line indicates
the lower boundary of GITM, where the boundary conditions are specified: neutral species from the NRLMSIS model
(blue), electron density from the IRI model (green), and neutral wind from the HWM model (red; solid for zonal wind
and dotted for meridional wind). The GITM results are presented in black. The SGW model uses NRLMSIS and HWM to
specify the ambient atmosphere.
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scope of this work, the physics within existing GW parameterization and ray-trace simulation to specific ther-
mosphere momentum and body forcing—even accounting for winds, compressibility, molecular attenua-
tion, etc—needs to be considered very carefully, and limitation of various approximations better
understood in the future work.

2.3. Episodic Events

In order to further explore this first conclusion, we consider a north-south oriented TWP at the lower bound-
ary of GITM from a hypothetical episodic event as the main feature shown in Figure 6. The TWP is a full-
wavelength sinusoidal wave with a wavelength of 80 km, which is 10 times of the horizontal grid size.
Although the wavelength can be less than 80 km, this value is selected so that the phase of waves and result-
ing IT response can be observed more clearly. The wave packet moves from west to east in the simulation
domain with a constant speed and perturbs in zonal wind with a magnitude of ±16m/s and in vertical wind
with a magnitude of ±2m/s. Calculation from the analytical model [Meng et al., 2015] shows that these

Figure 3. The zonal wind perturbation at (c and d) 100 km and (a and b) 170 km from the SGW model (Figures 3a and 3c)
and from the GITM simulation (Figures 3b and 3d).
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magnitudes of perturbation resemble a strong tsunami source. As the wave packet moves, it interacts with
local air parcels and triggers the perturbation propagating upward into upper atmosphere. Phase speed
and horizontal wave number of the TWP determine the frequency of the wave according to the polarization
relations, through which perturbation amplitudes of different variables are related to one another [Fritts and
Alexander, 2003; Vadas and Fritts, 2005; Vadas and Nicolls, 2012]. We present two cases in which the TWP tra-
vels at 200m/s and 800m/s from west to east. It roughly takes the slower TWP the entire simulation period
(~60min) to travel across the simulation domain while only ~15min for the faster TWP. To the atmospheric
layer directly in contact with the TWP, the TWP at 200m/s induces waves of 2.5mHz (6.7min) and the one at
800m/s induces waves of 10mHz (1.7min). From the background atmosphere, we obtain the buoyancy fre-
quency of 4.5mHz (3.7min) and the acoustic cutoff frequency of 3.7mHz (4.5min) for the local condition and
confirm that the former wave falls into GW branch and the latter into AW branch. Hereafter, we will simply
refer these two cases as GWs and AWs (or TWP-GW and TWP-AW in the figures). The configurations are cate-
gorized as MM-GW and MM-AW in Table 1. We also obtain quantitative results for cases at three other con-
figurations at different levels of wave activities.

3. Results

The simulation is performed around the UTTR site at 1–2 P.M. local time (20:00–21:00 UT) on 11 June 2007.
GITM simulation starts at 24 h prior to the event onset. The bottom forcing starts 1min into the 1 h event win-
dow, to simplify, at t=1min. The forcing gradually increases from zero to full magnitude within 5min, and it
is achieved by using a half cycle of sinusoidal function as the envelope.

Table 2 illustrates four scenarios of simulation settings used in this study. Scenario 1 setting is a controlled
case with no additional bottom forcing. A TWP is introduced as an episodic event in the Scenario 2 runs.
Scenario 3 setting studies ubiquitously present background wave activities that result from lower atmo-
spheric disturbances and are characterized by SGW. TWP and SGW are implemented concurrently in the
Scenario 4 runs. The differential fields of the IT variables among different simulation scenarios indicate the
IT effects primarily resulting from a certain type of forcing. As listed in Table 3, when compared against the
controlled run, the differential fields, D1–D3, present the results by the forcing from TWP (Scenario
2�Scenario 1), SGW (Scenario 3–Scenario 1), and TWP+SGW (Scenario 4–Scenario 1). D4 is Scenario 4–
Scenario 3. Both D1 and D4 present the TWP effects as the main contributor to the IT disturbances, but D4,
with the presence of SGW, includes the effect of both linear and nonlinear interaction between TWP and
SGW. Taking the difference of D4 and D1, hereafter double differencing or DD, therefore reveals the linear
and nonlinear effects of interactions between the two types of forcing.

Table 1. Magnitudes of the TWP and SGW Forcing

Settinga

SGW TWP

U V W U W vp

MM-GW ±25m/s ±25m/s ±8m/s ±16m/s ±2m/s 200m/s
MM-AW ±25m/s ±25m/s ±8m/s ±16m/s ±2m/s 800m/s
LL-GW ±10m/s ±10m/s ±2m/s ±8m/s ±1m/s 200m/s
LL-AW ±10m/s ±10m/s ±2m/s ±8m/s ±1m/s 800m/s
ML-GW ±25m/s ±25m/s ±8m/s ±8m/s ±1m/s 200m/s

aThe first letter for SGW level (L: low; M: moderate), the second letter for TWP level (L: low; M: moderate), GW for gravity
waves, and AW for acoustic waves.

Table 2. Scenarios of Simulation Settings

Scenario Traveling Wave Packet (TWP) Stochastic Gravity Wavefield (SGW)

1 No No
2 Yes No
3 No Yes
4 Yes Yes

T3
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3.1. Acoustic Gravity Waves

In Scenario 2, we initiate two types of waves by having the eastward TWPs travel at different speeds: GWs
with the slower TWP and AWs with the faster TWP. It takes the slower TWP about 60min to travel across

Figure 4. Altitude-longitude distribution of the perturbation, D1, in (a and b) neutral and (c and d) electron density to a
TWP traveling eastward at 200m/s (Figures 4a and 4c) and at 800m/s (Figures 4b and 4d).

Table 3. Definition of the Differential Fields Presented in the Paper

Difference Main Contributor(s)

D1 Scenario 2–Scenario 1 TWP
D2 Scenario 3–Scenario 1 SGW
D3 Scenario 4–Scenario 1 TWP+ SGW
D4 Scenario 4–Scenario 3 TWP with the presence of SGW
DD D4–D1 Nonlinear interaction among IT species owing to SGW
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the simulation domain and 15min for the faster TWP. Figure 4 shows the altitude-longitude snapshots of the
IT response when the TWPs approximately reach 250°E in both cases. The differential fields, D1, of neutral
mass (Figures 4a and 4b) and electron number density (Figures 4c and 4d) have been shown. The wave pat-
terns are clearly different between the GWs (Figures 4a and 4c) and AWs (Figures 4b and 4d). Although the
AWs can cause greater localized perturbation, such as >10% in Figure 4b, the energy propagates upward
so fast that it does not influence local air parcels long enough to develop a full cycle of oscillation, i.e.,
becomes an acoustic pulse. The waves do not sustain after two localized peaks in the neutral atmosphere.
The perturbation in electron density is about 10 times lower than that in the neutral. On the other hand,
the GWs travel upward and result in strong wave activities across the lower thermosphere. The phase fronts
of perturbations steepen with altitude (i.e., dramatically increase in vertical wavelength) as a result of increas-
ing viscous dissipation there [Hines, 1968a] as observed in Figure 1 of the work by Hickey et al. [2010]. Though
similar magnitude, different vertical variations are observed in neutral mass density and electron number
density. While the resulting oscillation is in phase throughout the lower thermosphere as shown in
Figure 4a, the developed waves in electron density is out of phase above and beneath the F layer peak at
~250 km (low solar irradiance and low geomagnetic condition result in a low F layer peak as shown in
Figure 2) as shown in Figure 4c. At these altitudes, collision between neutral and ionized species becomes
less frequent and their dynamics is governed by their own equations of motion as well as chemical reactions
and displays charge-dependent behaviors. The wave structures observed in electron density in Figure 4c,
thus, are the overall results of perturbed background atmospheric conditions, such as ion/electron tempera-
ture, neutral wind, and density. The sustained GWs are locally observable in the IT system throughout the rest
of the simulation window, up to 60min, after the TWP has passed the lower boundary.

3.2. Time-Varying Background Perturbations

Scenario 3 is carried out by using only the SGW fields as bottom forcing. Another important result is that
medium-scale traveling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs) and traveling atmospheric disturbances (TADs) are
developed as soon as the wave energy reaches local air parcels. In this case, the main phase propagates
NE-ward. Figure 5 presents altitude-longitude snapshots of the IT response to the SGW forcing, D2 as defined
in Table 2, in neutral mass density (Figure 5a) and electron number density (Figure 5b) at 41°N. Compared to
the magnitudes in Figure 4, the SGW forcing of similar peak-to-peak variation causes about ±5% variation in
neutral density and about ±3% in electron density. The atmospheric filtering of certain wave modes and the
nonlinear wave interactions among different wave modes contributes to an overall lower magnitude of var-
iation. The magnitude of percentage perturbation in neutral density is slightly higher than that in electron
density. Similar to the results in Figure 4, although the SGW-induced wave patterns are more complex (result-
ing frommultiple wavemodes), the wave structures are mostly in phase in the neutral and out of phase in the
electrons above and beneath the F layer peak at ~250 km as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Altitude-longitude distribution of the (a) neutral and (b) electron density perturbation caused by the SGW, D2, at
41° N at t = 60min.
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We have observed slightly greater peak-to-peak variation in both neutral and electron density at the west half
of the simulation domain when applying bottom forcing to the entire lower boundary. This phenomenon is
also observable in Figure 5. The geophysical coordinates of (41°N, 243°E) and (41°N, 250°E) in the figure con-
vert to 48.0°N and 49.2°N, respectively, in geomagnetic latitude. The tendency of a higher variation observed
equatorward to the source is consistent with the recent observations [Nishioka et al., 2013] and the 2-D mod-
eling results for acoustic waves at low and middle latitudes [Zettergren and Snively, 2015].

3.3. Concurrent Episodic and Stochastic Forcing

Figure 6 illustrates the differential fields, D3, in zonal and vertical winds when both TWP and SGW are simul-
taneously present. Compared to D1, D3 includes the SGW field, which adds the complexity into the IT
response, especially in the TWP-induced GW case as shown in Figure 7. Compared to the six distinct crests in
Figure 4a, the vertical variation of the crests in Figure 7a appears to have more structures resulting from the
ubiquitous SGW fields. For example, at the lower altitudes at around 244°E and at the higher altitudes at

F6

Figure 6. The differential fields in (a and c) zonal and (b and d) vertical winds at 170 km (Figures 6a and 6b) with the con-
current lower-boundary forcing from 100 km (Figures 6c and 6d).
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around 251°E, more apparent wave activities appear in Figure 7a than in Figure 4a. The perturbation ampli-
tudes and shapes of electron density at higher altitudes in Figure 7c are similar to those in Figure 4c, but
patch-like structures fill up the bottom side of the ionosphere (100–200 km) in Figure 7c, which represent
the consequence of wave-wave interaction between SGW and TWP. As a result of the fluctuation in electron
density, the wavy structures modulated the total electron content (TEC) as shown in Figure 8a.

In Figures 7b and 7d, the TWP-induced AW case, the SGW effects are also presented but with lower magni-
tudes where further away from the major AW structures (compared to the GW case). The fluctuation in neu-
tral and ionized atmosphere by the superposed SGW fields also appears not as strong as that in the D2 case as
shown in Figure 5 when the SGW is the only forcing. For the purpose of comparison, the TWP-AW snapshots
are taken at t=15min and the TWP-GW snapshots are taken at t= 60min so that the TWP travels to the same
lower boundary location in both cases. The atmosphere has only been under the full-magnitude SGW forcing

Figure 7. Altitude-longitude distribution of the IT response, D3, in (a and b) neutral and (c and d) electron to concurrent
SGW and a TWP which travels eastward at 200m/s (Figures 7a and 7c) and 800m/s (Figures 7b and 7d) and induces
GWs and AWs respectively.
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for 9min whereas 54min as in the GW cases (Figures 5 and 7a and 7c), slightly weaker perturbations thus see-
mingly appear. Similar to the results in Figures 4b and 4d, the fluctuation in electron density in Figure 7d is
also much weaker than that in Figure 7b, the resulting peak-to-peak TEC variations therefore differ by about
a factor of 4 as shown in Figure 8. The magnitudes of variation in the GW case are ±8.8% in neutral, ±6.2% in
electron density, and ±1.5% in TEC. In the AW case, neutral density has stronger localized variation in neutral
density (±13.9%) but overall lower variation in electron density (±2.1%) and TEC (±0.4%). Table 4 (MM-GW
and MM-AW) summarizes the magnitude of IT variation observed in D3 for both types of waves. Note that
the numbers listed in the table are the maximum perturbations observed from the differential fields over
the entire domain of interest and do not necessarily imply a particular local air parcel undergoing such amag-
nitude of oscillation.

4. Discussions
4.1. Phase Speed and Wave Periods

Figure 9 shows the temporal variation of the altitudinal profiles of neutral and electron density perturbations
at (41°N, 245°E), marked by crosses in Figure 8. A clear wave evolution of the IT response is present here. As
the wave energy propagates upward, the direction of the phase propagation are clearly shown as downward
for the GWs and upward for the AWs. In Figure 9a, the solid magenta arrow around 200 km indicates a down-
ward phase speed of ~300m/s from TWP-induced GWs as they develop nearly into deep horizontally propa-
gating wave modes. In Figure 9b, the dotted blue arrow indicates an upward phase speed of ~900m/s from
TWP-induced AWs and the solid magenta arrow at 150 km indicates downward propagating phases with a
speed of ~30m/s induced by SGW.

Figure 8. Latitude-longitude distribution of the IT response, D3, in TEC to concurrent SGW and a TWP traveling eastward at
(a) 200m/s and (b) 800m/s. The crosses mark the location at (41°N, 245°E).

Table 4. The IT Response to the Concurrent TWP and SGW Forcing at the Maximally Perturbed Epoch (t = 60min for GW;
t = 15min for AW)a

Setting

Rho [e�] TEC

D1 D3 D4 DD D1 D3 D4 DD D1 D3 D4 DD

MM-
GW

±6.6% ±8.8% ±6.4% ±1.4% ±5.7% ±6.2% ±5.6% ±1.1% ±1.4% ±1.5% ±1.4% ±0.5%

ML-GW ±3.4% ±6.0% ±3.4% ±0.9% ±3.0% ±4.0% ±2.7% ±0.7% ±0.7% ±1.0% ±0.7% ±0.3%
LL-GW ±3.4% ±3.7% ±3.4% ±0.4% ±3.0% ±2.9% ±2.8% ±0.3% ±0.7% ±0.8% ±0.7% ±0.1%
MM-
AW

±12.6% ±13.9% ±13.8% ±2.8% ±2.2% ±2.1% ±2.1% ±0.3% ±0.3% ±0.4% ±0.4% ±0.1%

LL-AW ±6.9% ±6.9% ±6.8% ±0.4% ±1.1% ±1.1% ±1.1% ±0.1% ±0.2% ±0.2% ±0.2% ±0.0%

aPeak-to-peak magnitude is approximately twice as the listed values. The forcing settings are tabulated in Table 1.
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GWs experience dispersion and dissipation as they propagate upward in the thermosphere. As a conse-
quence, wavelength broadening can be clearly observed as shown in Figure 4 for both TWP-induced GW
and AW cases. Figure 10 examines the altitudinal distribution of the periodograms at 41°N, 245°E and shows
how waves are progressively dispersed and dissipated. In Figure 10a the induced GWs have an extrinsic per-
iod of 6.7min at 100 km and show a dominant period of 12min above 200 km andmost prominent near 250–
300 km in neutral density. The results agree with the period of 12.3min for upward propagating GWs at
250 km observed in simulation by Vadas et al. [2015]. The broadening of horizontal wavelengths owing to
AW forcing has also been observed in TEC perturbations [Zettergren and Snively, 2015]. As wavelength broad-
ening takes place in the TWP portion of spectrum (<15min), as the result of scale-dependent dissipation,
waves with longer horizontal wavelengths are more likely propagate into the upper thermosphere. In

Figure 9. The evolution of altitudinal distribution of the IT response, D3, in (a and b) neutral and (c and d) electron density
profiles at (41°N, 245°E), indicated by the Xs in Figure 7, to concurrent SGW and a TWP traveling eastward at 200m/s
(Figures 9a and 9c) and at 800m/s (Figures 9b and 9d). In Figure 9a, the solid magenta arrow around 200 km indicates a
downward phase speed of ~300m/s from TWP-induced GWs. In Figure 9b, the dotted blue arrow indicates an upward
phase speed of ~900m/s from TWP-induced AWs and the solid magenta arrow at 150 km indicates downward propagating
phases with a speed of ~30m/s induced by SGW.
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Figure 10c, the perturbation in electron density have similar dominant period in two distinct altitudinal
regions around 210 km and above 270 km, which is below and above the F region density peak. Although
the air parcels with direct contact to the TWP at the lower boundary are initially displaced at a single fre-
quency, a spectrum of waves are developed when the energy propagates upward. On the other hand, the
4-times-faster TWP does not result in an apparent peak oscillation period at 3min (one fourth of the domi-
nant period for GWs) as expected in either Figures 10b or 10d. Mainly, the fact that the TWP travels away
before it can establish a full-cycle oscillation to the local air parcels leads to transient disturbances and no
apparent wave structures after the TWP passes.

The contribution of concurrent SGW forcing is deducible from comparison between the GW and AW cases
and can be clearly observed from the nonzero power spectrum at longer periods (>~17min) in all the panels
while some overlaps with the TWP effects at shorter periods. These features in periodicity appear similar
among both the neutral (Figure 10a versus Figure 10b) and ionized (Figure 10c versus Figure 10d) atmo-
sphere. The dominant features in the SGW-only forced spectrum show a tendency toward shorter periods

Figure 10. (a–d) Altitudinal distribution of periodogram of the D3 perturbation fields observed at (41°N, 245°E).
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with altitude. This can be explained as the effect of preferential dissipation of the waves with shorter wave-
lengths that are associated with longer periods [Walterscheid, 2013].

4.2. Consideration of SGW

The atmosphere is scarcely steady and constantly experiences turbulence and disturbances. Wave patterns
or structures that have been observed in TIDs and TADs in the recent studies [Liu et al., 2001; Nishioka et al.,
2013; Occhipinti et al., 2006; Tsugawa et al., 2011] often result from but not exclusively owing to a single epi-
sodic event. Episodic perturbations under a completely quiet background atmosphere like the case study in
section 3.1 is expected to be an exception, rather than the status quo. Rather, it is reasonable to expect that
a major episodic event, such as volcano eruption or an earthquake, occurs under some degree of back-
ground activities as the case in section 3.3. A common practice of studying TEC variations is subtracting
the smoothed preevent values from the event measurements. Table 3 lists various differential fields that
we have studied. For practical applications, with prior knowledge or assumption of background activities,
we can take D4 (Scenario 4–Scenario 3) instead of D3 (Scenario 4–Scenario 1) to illustrate the effects of
TWP on the upper atmosphere with a turbulent lower atmosphere. Taking the D4 type of comparison in TEC
(Figure 11), for example, it not only removes part of the wave structures contributed by the SGW perturba-
tion fields but also brings down the peak-to-peak variation closer to the impact brought by the TWP only.
Figure 12 shows the power spectra of the wave patterns in the differential fields of TEC variations: D1
(Figure 12a), D3 (Figure 12b), D4 (Figure 12c), and DD (Figure 12d). The horizontal wave numbers are given
in the unit of km�1 instead of the conventional around-the-globe presentation regarding waves in the
GCMs. For example, a wave number of 100 in the work by Liu et al. [2014] is equivalent to 0.003 km�1 (wave-
length of ~400 km at the equator). In Figure 12a, the peak is centered at zonal wave number of 0.007 km�1,
which is equivalent to a wavelength of ~140 km. This dominant wavelength is longer than the TWP wave-
length and can be attributed to the asymmetric nature of the TEC perturbation [Hickey et al., 2010;
Zettergren and Snively, 2015]. No apparent meridional wave structures have developed. In Figure 12b, a
group of nonzero zonal and meridional wave numbers with comparable magnitudes is attributable to the
concurrent SGW forcing. By subtracting off variation caused by the SGW forcing (Scenario 3), we successfully
decrease the “spread-out” of the wave number distribution as shown in Figure 12c. We expect to devote
further modeling efforts to explore applications and make this feature available to potentially assist in better
detection of TIDs and TADs.

4.3. Atmospheric Nonlinearity

As mentioned in section 2, it is assumed that the differential fields reveal the linear and nonlinear effects aris-
ing from the interaction between the TWP and SGW fields. As tabulated in Table 2, D1 shows the variation

Figure 11. The IT response in TEC, D4, to a TWP traveling eastward (a and c) at 200m/s and (b and d) at 800m/s with the
presence of SGW. After the perturbation caused by SGW is modeled and properly accounted for, the magnitude of D4 TEC
perturbation lowers from that of D3. The induced wave patterns from the TWP present more distinctly compared to
Figure 7 though the wave activities caused by SGW are still observable.
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caused by TWP forcing and D4 shows that by concurrent TWP and SGW forcing. We define DD, the difference
of D1 and D4, to analyze the impact resulting from the SGW forcing. If the atmosphere were a linear system,
then D1 and D4 would have theoretically been identical because the SGW-caused variation, D2, would have
been completely eliminated in D4. The facts that the atmosphere is hardly linear and that interactions
between waves (primary effects to the observed variation) and other dynamic and chemical processes (sec-
ondary effects) exist result in the complex, nonuniform, and nonzero DD fields as shown in Figure 13. Note
that the color bar ranges here are much smaller than those in Figures 4 and 7. The variation caused by either
GWs or AWs can clearly be observed as the TWP propagates eastward. In Figure 13a, the lower lobe at the
right-hand side and the elongated lobe at the left-hand side are similar to the ones in Figure 4a (D1, TWP-
GW). On the other hand, the curvatures of the wavefronts here are modulated by those in Figure 5a (D2,
SGW). As SGW contains GWs of various frequency and wavelengths, the DD field is not in phase with a parti-
cular differential field. The same phenomenon is also observable in the other panels. The power spectrum
resulting from the SGW-TWP interaction shown in Figure 12d contains two peaks in the longitudinal wave
numbers as traces left by the TWP and a continuum of lower power by the SGW. These components can

Figure 12. (a–d) The power spectra of four TEC differential fields. Note that the horizontal wave numbers are given in the
unit of km�1 instead of the conventional around-the-globe presentation in the GCMs.
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be further examined in TEC as shown in Figure 14 with the magnitude in the GW case being five times stron-
ger and the region of impacts relatively confined in the AW case. The magnitudes of residual components of
IT variation for both GWs and AWs have been summarized in Table 4 (MM-GW and MM-AW). There values are
obtained when the atmosphere is most perturbed in the simulation: t= 60min for GWs and t= 15min for
AWs, the epochs that the TWP passes the same lower boundary location.

In order to better understand the wave-wave interactions in the IT, we alternate combinations of SGW activity
levels and TWP strength as shown in Table 1 and perform the same analysis detailed in section 3 on these
cases. Table 4 summaries the D1, D3, D4, and DD variations of neutral mass density, electron number density,
and TEC. Higher SGW levels tend to lead to higher contribution fromwave-wave interactions contribute up to
2.8% of the perturbations for the scenarios carried out in this study. However, in most cases the perturbation
level is brought down to TWP-only level when the SGW effects are properly accounted for. It is worth noting
that this is also true in a particular case (ML-GW) when the SGW forcing overwhelms a weak tsunami-like TWP.

Figure 13. Altitude-longitude snapshots of the nonlinear component at 41°N in (a and b) neutral and (c and d) electron
density owing to the interaction between SGW and TWP forcing.
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The comparison of D1, D3, and D4 of the ML-GW case is shown in Figure 15, where a distinct improvement is
obtained as a result of knowledge of the SGW-introduced perturbations. A separate test has also been per-
formed with overlapping TWP and SGW spectral components, and the isolated D4 field still contains clear
TWP features with our approach (results not shown). This is because the differencing performed in the cur-
rent study is in spatial and temporal domains rather than frequency domain. This again suggests that a good
understanding of background wave activities not only is critical to interpreting the observed TID and TAD
measurements but also provides potential and improvement in retrieving these disturbances from noise-like
observations. Both aspects help us gain significant understanding of AGW effects on the IT system regardless
where episodic events originate from.

5. Summary and Conclusions

For the first time, a tsunami-like wave packet is modeled with background wavefields and the impacts to the
IT system are examined in this paper. This is a critical step toward understanding not only the link between
upper atmosphere and natural hazards but also the important link between the integrated effects of contin-
uous GW forcing of the IT system from below. Specially, four simulation scenarios have been set up to inves-
tigate how the IT system responds to episodic and stochastic forcing from the lower atmosphere using a 3-D
model, GITM, which solves for nonlinear thermodynamic equations without hydrostatic assumption. The epi-
sodic event is characterized by a TWP traveling eastward at the lower boundary of the simulation domain.
With different traveling velocity, the TWP induces GWs and AWs. The stochastic forcing is specified by the

Figure 15. (a–c) The main TWP-induced perturbation patterns are obtained even in the case that the SGW forcing is much
greater than the TWP forcing.

Figure 14. (a and b) The nonlinear component in TEC owing to the interaction between SGW and TWP forcing.
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SGW model, which provides time-varying perturbations from a spectrum of small-scale GWs. The differential
fields of simulation scenarios in neutral mass density, electron number density, and TEC quantitatively char-
acterize the IT variations. When TWP and SGW forcing occurs concurrently, the induced GWs cause variation
of ±8.8% in neutral, ±6.2% in electron density, and ±1.5% in TEC. The magnitudes decrease by 2.4%—for
example, from ±8.8% (D3) to ±6.4% (D4)—when the SGW effects are simulated separately and subtracted.
On the other hand, the induced AWs cause variation of ±13.9% in neutral, ±2.1% in electron density, and
±0.4% in TEC. Furthermore, both GWs sustain in the ionosphere and thermosphere tens of minutes after
the TWP has passed through the lower atmosphere and develop clear TIDs and TADs. In the AW case, the
TWP travels away before it can establish a full-cycle oscillation to air parcels. This leads to transient distur-
bances and no apparent wave structures after the TWP passes.

We derive the theoretical oscillation frequency and phase speed of the induced waves from the perturbed
atmosphere. Particularly, in the GW case the theoretical local oscillation frequency agrees well with the
observed dominant period of 12min. The power spectra from the observable TEC show a peak centered at
zonal wave number of 0.007 km�1, which is equivalent to a wavelength of ~140 km. A certain degree of fre-
quency broadening from the initially induced frequency is observed in the IT response to the bottom forcing.

We perform various combinations of SGW activity levels and TWP strength and provide quantitative results of
the IT response (summarized in Table 4). Higher SGW levels tend to lead to greater importance for nonlinear
interactions, and the nonlinear wave-wave interactions contribute up to 2.8% (Rho in the MM-AW case) of the
perturbations for the scenarios carried out in this study. We demonstrate that the TWP-induced perturbation
can be isolated even when the SGW forcing overwhelms a weak TWP using the method proposed. We con-
clude that a good understanding of background wave activities not only is critical to interpreting the
observed TID and TAD measurements but also provides potential improvement in retrieving these distur-
bances from noise-like observations. Both aspects help us gain significant understanding of AGW effects
on the IT system regardless where episodic events originate from.
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